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ABSTRACT

In sparse mobile wireless networks, normally, the mobile nodes are carried by people, and the moving activity of nodes
always happens in a specific area, which corresponds to some specific community. Between the isolated communities, there
is no stable communication link. Therefore, it is difficult to ensure the effective packet transmission among communities,
which leads to the higher packet delivery delay and lower successful delivery ratio. Recently, an additional ferry node was
introduced to forward packets between the isolated communities. However, most of the existing algorithms are working
on how to control the trajectory of only one ferry work in the network. In this paper, we consider multiple ferries working in
the network scenario and put our main focus on the optimal packet selection strategy, under the condition of mutual influ-
ence between the ferries and the buffer limitation. We introduce a non-cooperative Bayesian game to achieve the optimal
packet selection strategy. By maximizing the individual income of a ferry, we optimize the network performance on
packet delivery delay and successful delivery ratio. Simulation results show that our proposed packet selection strategy
improves the network performance on packet delivery delay and successful delivery ratio. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In traditional wireless ad hoc and sensor networks, any
pair of nodes communicates with each other via single hop
or multi-hop mode [1,2]. As for any two nodes, if they
communicate with each other by using multi-hop mode,
at least one permanent connected path, which is organized
by other forwarding nodes, should exist. However, in some
real application scenarios, because of the limited wireless
communication range or sparse deployed wireless nodes,
it is difficult to guarantee that there is always an existing
consistent connected path between any pair of nodes [3,4].
This results to traditional routing and forwarding protocols
of wireless networks not being able to work in the sparse
mobile wireless networks.

In sparse mobile wireless networks, how to guarantee
the effective packet forwarding is the hot topic in research
areas [5–10]. As for the moving activity of nodes dis-
tributed in sparse wireless networks, the moving activity
of nodes is similar to that of human being who usually

forms the special community [11]. There are some research
results working on how to forward packets between iso-
lated communities [12,13]. In some previous research
results, source node prefers to select the neighbor nodes
that have higher probability to reach the destination [14]
or some nodes that have the higher cluster co-efficient
[15]. However, there are some obvious limitations in these
solutions, and the network performance is difficult to
be guaranteed.

To reduce the hop counts of packet forwarding and
improve the performance of sparse wireless networks, a
special node is introduced to establish the connected path
between source and destination nodes. The only duty of a
special node is to forward a packet, and we call it a ferry
node. In real application scenarios, a ferry node could be
acted by a robot, a bicycle, and a vehicle. As the host of a
ferry node is easy to be controlled by people, it can easily
be recharged.

As the packet is forwarded by a ferry node, the behavior
of a ferry significant impacts the performance of a network.
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From the point of view of a single ferry work in the net-
work, the ferry mobility control has been deeply studied
[16]. Currently, how to optimize the moving trajectory
of a ferry node is still the hot topic for ferry-based for-
warding schemes. As for the scenario of multiple ferry
nodes working together in the same network area, the main
research topic has two sub-branches: cooperative and non-
cooperative behaviors of multiple ferry nodes. In the coop-
erative behavior of ferry nodes, it means that a packet
is allowed to be exchanged between ferry nodes [17]. In
the non-cooperative behavior of ferry nodes, it means that
there exists a competition relationship among all ferry
nodes [18]. Our paper focuses on this topic.

In this paper, we consider the network scenario in which
multiple ferries are working together. All the ferry nodes
are rational, and their only target is how to obtain the
maximum income by finishing forwarding task for normal
nodes in sparse networks. We define the income of a ferry
and the residual time of packets as a linear relationship. It
means that if the ferry forwards the packet to its destination
before the packet expires, the ferry can obtain an income.
If the packet has more residual time when it reached the
destination, the ferry obtains more income. Meanwhile,
we set fixed expired time (TTL) for each packet to ensure
the packet delivery delay and restrict the behavior of the
ferry. In the scenario where multiple ferries are working
together, by using the a Bayesian game [19,20], we make
all ferries work more effectively. In the main sections of
this paper, we make a deep analysis and conclude that the
non-cooperative Bayesian game is the appropriate model
for the proposed packet selection strategy. How to opti-
mize the packet selection strategy is the main work of this
paper. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first
one working on optimizing the packet selection strategy for
sparse wireless networks.

When multiple ferries distribute in the network area for
forwarding packets, the mutual impact between ferries is
serious, which affects the forwarding performance. Our
work considers this first. We formulate the optimal packet
selection strategy issue as a non-cooperative Bayesian
game to make all ferries obtain the maximum income. Fur-
thermore, our solution achieves the higher packet delivery
ratio and lower delivery delay. First of all, we introduce a
novel concept, hot degree to measure the packet generation
ratio for each community. We calculate the hot degree for
each community. As the number of nodes in each commu-
nity is different, under the condition of same packet gen-
eration ratio, the more nodes in one community, the more
packets would be generated in one time unit. We define the
community that generated more packets in one time unit
as higher hot degree, in contrast to the lower hot-degree
community. Meanwhile, the ferry in the higher hot-degree
community can obtain more income within a given time
unit. In our work, the hot degree of community is dynamic,
and it needs to be updated according to the time passing.
All ferries can obtain the newest hot-degree information
when they are visiting. As the rational character, a ferry
prefers to travel to the higher hot-degree community to do

the forwarding task. This results to more ferries grabbing
the packets in a higher hot-degree community while no fer-
ries would travel to a lower hot-degree community. There-
fore, we introduce the non-cooperative Bayesian game to
solve this issue.

Each packet records its own expired time (TTL) and
destination location. The expired time of a packet deter-
mines the income of a ferry, and the destination location
determines the moving trajectory of a ferry. Therefore,
to improve the network performance in terms of packet
delivery delay and successful delivery ratio, how to opti-
mize the packet selection strategy is the core issue. When
the ferry reaches some community, firstly, it would check
the hot degree of destination of all candidate packets and
also checks the behavior of the ferries before it reached a
community. By using the non-cooperative Bayesian game,
the ferry concludes the optimal packet selection strategy.
Finally, we adopt the traveling salesman problem (TSP)
algorithm to formulate the moving trajectory of a ferry. By
optimizing the packet selection strategy for all ferries, our
solution achieves a better performance in terms of packet
delivery ratio and delivery delay.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 surveys the related work of ferry-based forward-
ing schemes. Section 3 formulates the problem. Section 4
introduces the big picture for a non-cooperative game.
Section 5 describes the detailed information of our pro-
posed solution. Section 6 presents the simulation results,
and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Currently, several solutions are proposed to forward a
packet between isolated communities in sparse mobile
wireless networks, such as message ferry [17,21], data
mule [22], and wireless agent [23]. Generally speaking,
these solutions are called ferry-based forwarding schemes.
In terms of applications, there are some recent projects
adopting packet ferry solution to achieve an effective
performance, such as the DakNet project [24], underwa-
ter monitoring by using vehicle [25], and the ZebraNet
project [26].

Packet ferry issue was first proposed in [21], and the
authors only considered one ferry node work in sparse
mobile wireless networks. In [27], the authors proposed the
solution for controlling moving behavior of a single ferry
node in the predicted trajectory. In [17], the authors con-
sidered multiple ferry node works in the sparse networks
and made all ferries exchange packets among each other.

In [21], a ferry node provides service to a normal
node directly instead of providing service to a commu-
nity. It does not consider the community scenario of social
proximity. In the scenario of small number of nodes or
low packet generation rate, a ferry can forward packets
with low delay. However, when the number of nodes is
enormous or the packet generation rate is high, the ferry
cannot provide service for every node in one time. In [28],
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a ferry calculates the fixed trajectory by following TSP
according to the parameters of a community such as the
coordinate. Then a ferry moves along the concluded tra-
jectory and forwards packets. As in different time slots, a
community has different packet generation rates, and the
request of a forward service is dynamic in each community.
However, a ferry only moves along the concluded trajec-
tory and neglects the dynamic request. Thus, this algorithm
wastes much forwarding ability of the ferry and has very
low efficiency. In this paper, we compare our proposed
solution with that in [21,28], called as FIMF and HRC,
respectively. Normally, only a small number of ferry nodes
can achieve an effective forwarding task between normal
nodes; in such a case, this is not too much additional cost
for using this ferry solution. However, existing solutions
still have some limitations and shortcomings. For instance,
some ferry solutions only consider the scenario of station-
ary node [29], or only consider one ferry working in net-
work [30], or assume that the ferry node moves according
to the fixed routine. Some existing research results con-
sider the issue of how to optimize the trajectory of a ferry
[31]. However, these solutions do not consider the issue on
how to optimize the packet selection strategy. Based on our
detailed analysis, if the solutions do not optimize the packet
selection strategy, a ferry cannot make the optimal decision
on forwarding a packet. Therefore, we put our main focus
on how to optimize the packet selection strategy when ferry
nodes come into a community.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this paper, we adopt the MIT university campus as a
network model. With regard to the active area of the people
who belong to the university campus, we divide the entire
campus into several sub-areas or communities. We intro-
duce one gateway with fixed position for each community.
Its mission is only to store the packets that come from other
nodes and forward the packets to the ferry. We assume that
the gateway has the same communication ability as a nor-
mal mobile node. As the number of communities is limited,
the implementation of gateway node would not lead to too
much additional cost for the entire network.

Regarding the normal mobile nodes in a community,
the communication radius is r and the buffer size is b.
A mobile node generates a packet to a random destina-
tion within a fixed time interval (e.g., �T ). We set a fixed
number of ferries in the network. By considering the real
application scenario, we assume that the buffer of a ferry is
finite and that the communication radius is r . To describe
our work more clearly, we make the following constraints
for our network model.

Firstly, all the packets are sent to the gateway of
each community. In our work, we ignore the community-
detection issues, which means that each node knows which
community it belongs to. Secondly, a ferry knows which
community that a packet should be forwarded to. Note that
this assumption needs a unique ID for each node. Within

time interval �T , a mobile node generates a packet and
assigns a destination randomly. If the packet reaches a
destination before a deadline, it is deemed as a positive
transmission. Otherwise, the transmission is negative, and
the packet would be erased without re-transmission. When
a ferry reaches a gateway node, it communicates with the
gateway node to exchange information.

4. BIG PICTURE

4.1. Definition of community hot degree

In the real application scenarios of social networks, nor-
mally, the mobile nodes belong to some specific commu-
nity. Such as in the campus of a university, the mobile
node carried by students normally distribute in the library,
canteen, and dorm. Meanwhile, in the different time period
given, the number of nodes is different in each commu-
nity. This also means that within a different time period
given, the number of generated packets is different in the
same community. In such a case, we define the production
rate of packets as the hot degree for the given commu-
nity. Based on this definition, we put our focus on how to
achieve the better forwarding performance under the con-
dition that the hot degree of community is dynamically
changing according to the different given time periods.

To achieve the better performance of packet delivery
ratio and lower delivery delay in sparse mobile wire-
less networks, we implement multiple ferry nodes to help
normal nodes forward packets, and also, we set some gate-
way nodes for each community. The gateway nodes cannot
move and are located in the fixed location within each com-
munity. There are several ferries moving in the network,
and their only duty is to forward packets. We assume that
all the ferries are selfish and rational. In each community,
there is one unique gateway, and all the nodes that belong
to this community send their packets to the gateway node.
As for a ferry node, they move to the gateway to col-
lect the packets that need to be forwarded. According to
the destination of packet, a ferry would move to the spe-
cial gateway of the destination community. Furthermore,
we assume there is no communication activity between
normal node and ferry, and also, as a ferry node is selfish
and rational, ferries cannot communicate with each other.

In this paper, the community hot degree is dynamic, and
it needs to be updated according to the time passing. How-
ever, in distributed mobile intermittent wireless networks,
a ferry node can obtain the latest hot-degree information
only when they access the gateway for each community.
We consider that the community hot degree is relatively
stable in a given time period. In such a case, we assume
that the given time period is denoted by T , it is divided
into n equal time slots, and each time slot is denoted by
�t , T D n�t . A gateway node would save the number
of packets received in current and previous time periods.
Under the condition of time period t passing, the total num-
ber of packets received in current and previous time periods
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is denoted byN . Then we define the community hot degree
as Equation (1). In this equation, we set the community ID
as n.

Hn DN=.�t C t / (1)

When a ferry node reaches a gateway of the community,
it obtains the latest hot-degree information of this gateway
and updates its own hot-degree information. Meanwhile, a
ferry node calculates the mean value of the hot degree that
it had reached. If the hot degree of some gateway nodes
is less than the mean value, we call such communities as
unpopular communities. On the contrary, if the hot degree
of some gateway nodes is larger than the mean value, we
call such communities as popular communities.

In this paper, we first propose the definition of hot
degree of a community, and it is important for routing and
forwarding issues in sparse mobile wireless networks. If
the community has a higher hot degree, it means that in a
given time unit, this community generates more packets.
As for the ferry node, when it reaches such higher hot-
degree community, it has more opportunity to obtain more
income. All ferries are assumed to be selfish and rational.
A ferry pursues the most valuable packets to achieve the
highest income. As the value of a packet and the residual
lifetime of a packet have a linear relationship, the most
valuable packet means the longest residual lifetime of a
packet. We also use this relationship to reduce the packet
delivery delay. In such a case, the higher hot-degree com-
munity attracts more ferries that forward the packets with
lower delivery delay within this community. However, as
the number of ferries is fixed, if too many ferries come to
the higher hot-degree community, it results to each ferry
obtaining less income, because the number of packets is
limited in one community. Meanwhile, only a few number
of ferries would travel to the lower hot-degree community,
as it leads to higher delivery delay and lower successful
delivery ratio. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a non-
cooperative game to solve these issues. As for a ferry node,
the packet destination determines the trajectory of its own.
We optimize the packet selection strategy by using the non-
cooperative game theory. We also optimize the distribution
of ferry nodes between the higher and lower hot-degree
communities.

4.2. Overview for non-cooperative game

In this paper, we set multiple ferries to help normal nodes
forward packets. Our main work is to optimize the activ-
ity and strategy of a ferry to achieve better performance
in terms of delivery delay and successful delivery ratio by
using the non-cooperative game theory.

In our work, packet delivery delay has a linear relation-
ship with the income of a ferry; when ferry nodes finish the
forwarding action and carry the packet to the destination,
the ferry would obtain the income. The income is reflected
by the TTL of packet. It means that the much earlier the
packet is forwarded to its destination by the ferry, the more

income the ferry gains. In this way, the ferry node tries
to forward the packet as soon as possible to achieve more
income; meanwhile, the packet delivery delay is reduced
by this activity. Ferry nodes are selfish and rational, and
the objective of a ferry is only to take the packets having
the longest TTL to obtain the most income in a given time.
In our model, we set multiple ferry nodes that are work-
ing at the same time; if some ferry nodes take too much
higher valuable packets, it results to some other ferry nodes
taking less packets. Meanwhile, owing to their selfish
characteristic, all ferry nodes are pursuing higher income,
which inevitably leads to the competitive conflict among
all ferry nodes. The competitive conflict would impact the
network performance, such as making the income of all
ferry nodes lower and lower. How to eliminate the influ-
ence of competition is our main goal for a multiple ferry
nodes scenario. By using the non-cooperative game theory,
we make each ferry adopt the strategy of logical action of
optimizing the packet taken. As for ferry competition, the
main reason is the distribution of ferries. In this paper, we
propose the non-cooperative game to formulate the packet
selection strategy. As the packets in the buffer of a ferry
determine the moving trajectory of a ferry, when the higher
hot-degree community possesses too much ferries, some
ferries would move to the lower hot-degree community
to take packets by using the game relationship to avoid
further competition. Owing to the distributed network
scenario, some important information that can impact
the income cannot be observed by ferries. It means that
during the game process, a ferry lacks the necessary
information of other ferries. Therefore, we introduce a
Bayesian game to solve such incomplete information
game to optimize the packet selection strategy and moving
trajectory.

As for the game behavior of ferries, the ferries that
participated in the competition have their own target or
interest. To achieve their own targets, all ferries have to
consider the possible activity schemes of the adversary and
try to find the most logical solution to maximize their own
income. Game theory is a subject that focuses on how
to determine whether the optimal behavior exists among
all participators and concludes the reasonable mathemati-
cal method. Therefore, by using the non-cooperative game
theory, we can conclude a way to reduce the competition
expense among all ferries.

Game theory is one branch of applied mathematics.
Currently, it is widely used in many fields, such as
biology, economics, computer science, and electronic
engineering. It considers the prediction behavior and
actual behavior of participators and optimizes the strategy.
Normally, game theory is composed of cooperative and
non-cooperative games. The difference between coopera-
tive and non-cooperative games is whether there exists at
least one bound rule for all participators. If there exists a
bound rule, the game is cooperative. Otherwise, the game is
non-cooperative. As for the non-cooperative game, it is
the game model in which participators cannot come to the
bound rule and the participators try to make the decision
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on how to maximize their own income under the condition
of all participators having mutual influence.

In game theory, cooperative is one kind of an arithmetic
zero-sum game. It means that during the gaming process, at
least one participator would gain the more income, and no
participator loses income; it increases the total income of
the whole system. Cooperative game is working on how to
allocate the society income when participators collaborate
to finish one task and cooperative game also needs mutual
compromise among all participators. By using the compro-
mise way, the income of participators and also the income
of society can be increased, because cooperative game can
generate collaborating surplus. As for the issue of how to
allocate the collaborating surplus, it is determined by the
ability of all participators and the method utilized.

The main difference between cooperative and non-
cooperative games is that the cooperative game empha-
sizes the information exchange and requires the participa-
tors to be able to form binding commitments. Information
exchange is the necessary foundation, and it makes all the
participators form a coalition to achieve the same target.
However, whether the coalition can gain the net earnings
and how to distribute the net earnings in the coalition are
all determined by the contract needed to be ordered for
enforcement. Therefore, the contract needed to be ordered
for enforcement is the main point for the cooperative game.

In this paper, we need to solve the core issues on how
to handle the competition among all participators and
increase the income for all participators by using the way
of mutual compromise. From this aspect, our work con-
forms to the cooperative game model. However, during the
process of packet ferrying, it is difficult to exchange the pri-
vate information of a ferry. Furthermore, in distributed net-
works, the coalition cannot form binding commitments and
distribute the net earning. By considering these descrip-
tions, in this paper, cooperative game is not the appropri-
ate tool. Therefore, we use the non-cooperative game to
solve the packet ferry issue for mobile intermittent wireless
networks.

5. OPTIMAL STRATEGY OF A
FERRY

5.1. Packet selection strategy

In sparse mobile wireless networks, there are n ferries to
help normal nodes forward packets. Each ferry has the
following two categories of packet selection strategy.

� Grab packets from the higher hot-degree community.
In case the competition is not too fierce, as the
higher hot-degree community generates more pack-
ets, it makes the ferry nodes obtain higher income.
If a ferry can forward many packets in a single trip,
the average packet delivery delay could be reduced
significantly.

� Abandon higher hot-degree community and carry the
packets from the lower hot-degree community.

This strategy can make the income stable for a ferry
when the competition is fierce and also can avoid
the situation that the packets in the lower hot-degree
community wait for too long.

We construct the following game relationship, shown in
Table I. Here, �a, �b are the grabbing convictions of fer-
ries A and B , respectively. F .x; y/ is the expected utility
of a ferry that grabs the packets from a higher hot-degree
community. G.x; y/ is the expected utility of a ferry that
abandons the packets from a higher hot-degree commu-
nity. x is the ferry’s own probability of grabbing, and y is
the probability of grabbing of an adversary. The grabbing
behavior would result to packets in the lower hot-degree
community being not forwarded. In such a case, the grab-
ber needs to bear the risk. C is the needed cost when the
grabbing behavior is existing. Because of the selfishness
of ferries, they would not announce their own grabbing
conviction to others. Therefore, the grabbing conviction of
each ferry is incognizable for other ferries.

During the process of forwarding activity of a ferry,
multiple ferries cannot reach the same gateway simultane-
ously. We assume that ferry A reaches the gateway first;
then it makes a decision prior to node B . We formulate the
aforementioned game relationship into a dynamic game.

The game relation shown in Figure 1 is the public
knowledge for all ferries. In such game relation, as for a
ferry node, how to select packets to reduce the cost led
by the competition is the main point of our game model.
Each ferry adopts its packet selection strategy according
to the game relation to make the game play in the Nash
equilibrium. In case all participators play in the Nash
equilibrium, all participators would not deviate from the
equilibrium point. Therefore, the cost led by the compe-
tition decreased to the lowest level for all ferries, and the
network performance would be improved.

When node A reaches the gateway prior to node B , as
there is no a priori knowledge to help it to make deci-
sion, therefore, y D 0, which is in F .x; y/ and G.x; y/ of
node A. If node A had made a decision and B is reached,
the knowledge of A affects the income of B . In such a
case, the payoff function of game is mainly determined by
the grabbing probability �a of A. As A knows �a and B
does not know, we have the incomplete information game
and formulate it into a Bayesian game. We introduce the
Bayesian rule conviction to make the strategy play in the

Figure 1. Formal game process for ferries.
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Table I. Non-cooperative game between ferries A and B.

B grabbing B abandoning

A grabbing fF .�a; �b/�Ci ;F .�b; � � a/�Cig fF .�a; �b/�Ci ;G.�b; �a/g

A abandoning fG.�a; �b/;F .�b;1� �a/�Cig fG.�a;1� �b/;G.�b;1� �a/g

Nash equilibrium, referred to also as Bayesian equilib-
rium; furthermore, optimize the packet selection strategy,
reduce the competition cost, and improve the performance
of network.

5.2. Detailed process of the Bayesian game

We formulate the previous game relation into the tetrad

mode: hN; .Ai /; .‚i /; .ui /i. N
�
D f1; 2; : : : ; ng is the

participator set. This set contains all ferries that plan to
participate in the packet forwarding task, and they are

denoted by N1; N2; : : : ; Nn. Ai
�
D ff1; f2; g1; g2g is the

feasible activity set of participator i and 8i 2N .
In this paper, we define two strategies for a ferry node.

We describe the detail in this section. The first strategy is
to grab the packets from the higher hot-degree community,
and we denote it by f . The second strategy is to aban-
don the higher hot-degree community and carry the pack-
ets from the lower hot-degree community, and we denote
it by g.

We expand each strategy into two sub-strategies; then
each participator i has four activity schemes. They are
denoted by f1; f2; g1; g2.f1; f2 2 f Ig1; g2 2 g/.

f1: Only consider packets from the higher hot-degree
community as a candidate.
This strategy can make the ferry obtain more pack-
ets from multiple higher hot-degree communities and
reserve the idle buffer for the hot-degree packets when
the current community does not have enough packets.
Moreover, this strategy makes the ferry obtain more
income within the same time unit.
f2: Consider all packets as the candidate and treat the
packets from the higher hot-degree community as the
first priority. Only carry the packets from the lower
hot-degree community until all the higher hot-degree
packets have been carried away.
g1: Consider all packets as the candidate and treat the
packets that are from the lower hot-degree commu-
nity as the first priority. Only carry the packets from
the higher hot-degree community after all the lower
hot-degree packets have been carried away.
g2: Only consider packets from the lower hot-degree
community as a candidate.

As the buffer size of a ferry is limited, when the compe-
tition is too fierce in the higher hot-degree community, this
strategy can improve the expected utility.

As for the other important elements of the Bayesian
game, we denote the conviction set of participators as

‚i
�
D f�1; : : : ; �ng and 8i 2 N . In this set, �i means

to execute the conviction of f .f1; f2 2 f / when Ni is
in the same condition. The different conviction can affect
the utility.

In this paper, we set the buffer size as b units for each
ferry, the number of ferries as n, the mean distance between
any two communities to l , and the ferry velocity to v. The
forwarding efficiency of a ferry is given by

rf D
n� b

l=v
(2)

We assume that the total packet generating efficiency
is rm. If rm > rf , it means that the carrying ability
cannot support the network requirement. As time passes,
more and more packets would be accumulated in a network
and finally leads the result on lower successful delivery
ratio and longer delivery delay. Therefore, the relation
between rf and rm should be rf > rm, and we have
R D rm=rf . If R is larger, the network needs more grab-
bing behavior to carry the packets. Therefore, the number
of mighty ferry is directly proportional with R. Then the
grabbing behavior ratio of a ferry is R˛ and 0 < ˛ < 1. In
case R > 0:5 and the number of ferries n is an odd num-
ber, we equally divide R to x D .n� 1/=2 parts. Then we
conclude the following type space, and it is given by

(
�n DR˛

�i D
h
RC .�1/i 1�Rx

i
.in2/˛ .i D 1; : : : ; n� 1/

(3)
If the number of ferries n is an even number, we conclude
the following type space, and it is given by

�i D

�
RC .�1/i

1�R

x

�
.in2/˛ .i D 1; : : : ; n/ (4)

In case R < 0:5, we convert Equations (3) and (4) to the
following expressions.

(
�n DR˛

�i D
h
RC .�1/i Rx

i
.in2/˛ .i D 1; : : : ; n� 1/

(5)

�i D

�
RC .�1/i

R

x

�
.in2/˛ .i D 1; : : : ; n/ (6)

To reduce the level of competition, we assign a different
grabbing conviction to all ferries. And the bigger the con-
viction value, the more income is obtained by a ferry. We
let the grabbing conviction of a ferry follow the arithmetic
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distribution to make the activity of a ferry more flexible.
When R is smaller or bigger than 0.5, and the number of
ferries is odd or even, and it needs a different equation to
make sure that the conviction of ferries is an arithmetic dis-
tribution. Equations (3)–(6) are used to handle each of the
situations whereby R is greater or less than 0.5 and n is
even or odd.

By using the preceding equations, we conclude the type
set consisting of n types, and it is a public knowledge for
all ferries. However, a ferry cannot know the type for other
ferries. As we described in the previous section, as for
one ferry, the grabbing conviction is �i and the abandon

conviction is
�
1�

�i
˛

�
˛. We express these two strategies

respectively by the following equations.

(
Prob.f j�i /D �i

Prob.gj�i /D
�
1�

�i
˛

�
˛

(7)

In our game model, the utility function of a participator
determines the strategy directly. The target of our model is
to achieve the equilibrium point. As for any participator,
if it deviates from this point, the expected utility cannot
be increased. It also means that by using our game model,
the total income of ferries could be increased. In the aspect
of a network, the delivery delay would be increased and
the performance on a successful delivery ratio would be
improved. In such a case, we define the utility function
based on these requirements: lower delivery delay of a
packet and more income of a ferry. Meanwhile, the lower
the successful delivery ratio, the less income is obtained
by a ferry. In this paper, when a ferry forwards a packet
to the destination, it obtains an income. The income has a
linear relation with residual time of a packet. If the TTL of
a packet expired before it was forwarded to the destination,
the ferry needs to pay the cost of losing the packet. The
utility function of our model reflects the expected income
in a given time unit.
ui .S1; : : : ; Sn; �1; : : : ; �n/ is the utility of ferry i under

the situation of S
�
D .S1; : : : ; Sn/; Si 2 Ai ; i D 1; : : : ; n.

Its type set is .�1; : : : ; �n/; �i 2‚i . Combine the previous
utility function ua.Sa; Sb ; �a; �b/ and ub.Sa; Sb ; �a; �b/
of a game relation, and we have .a; b 2 1; : : : ; n/,
shown by

8̂̂
<
ˆ̂:
ua.f ; f ; �a; �b/D F .�a; 0/�Ci
ua.g; f ; �a; �b/DG.�a; 0/

ua.f ; g; �a; �b/D F .�a; 0/�Ci
ua.g; g; �a; �b/DG.�a; 0/

(8)

8̂̂<
ˆ̂:
ub.f ; f ; �a; �b/D F .�b ; �a/�Ci
ub.g; f ; �a; �b/DG.�b ; �a/

ub.f ; g; �a; �b/D F .�b ; �a/�Ci
ub.g; g; �a; �b/DG.�b ; �a/

(9)

As we described in the previous section, F .x; y/ is the
expected income of a ferry that grabs packets in the higher

hot-degree community andG.x; y/ is the expected income
of a ferry that abandons the packets in the higher hot-
degree community. Ci is the cost of the grabbing behav-
ior of a ferry. We extend the utility function to multiple
participators mode, which is shown by

ui .S1; : : : ; Sn; �1; : : : ; �n/D

�
F .�i ; ��i /�Ci ifSiDf
G.�i ; ��i / ifSi D g

(10)

��i
�
D .�1; : : : ; �i�1; �iC1; : : : ; �n/ denotes the type com-

bination of n� 1 participators besides i . m is the ferry that
reached the gateway prior to ferry i , i considers �m as the
type of m, and �i is the type of i . Here, F ./ and G./ are
expressed by

F .�i ; �1; : : : ; �m/D

0
@ cnX
jDc1

Nj � s

Lc1!j
vi

CEbuf �Ci

1
A� �i

(11)

G.�i ; �1; : : : ; �m/D

0
@ cnX
jDc1

Nj � s

Lc1!j
vi

CEbuf

1
A��1� �i

˛

�
˛

(12)
s is the stable income and c1 to cn are the optimal order
of gateways that a ferry would travel according to the TSP
algorithm. Nj is the number of packets in the buffer where
the destination is j . Lc1!j is the distance of c1 to j . vi
is the velocity of ferry i .
Ebuf is the expected income in the next community and

it depends on the buffer size of a ferry. In a community
where the competition is fierce, as the expected income
is caused by a small buffer size, a ferry would skip there
and travel to the other community, which can bring the
maximum utility function.

Ebuf DNbuf � s �

yP
jDx

zj

Nf
(13)

Here, if �i > �j , then Zj D 1; otherwise, Zj D 0.
During the process of strategy adopted in community comi ,
ferry A predicts which ferries would come to comi in the
future time interval Tbuf . Tbuf means the time to fill up the
residual buffer of Nbuf for ferry A, and it is denoted by
Tbuf DNbuf =Hn. In this paper, Hn denotes the hot degree
of community n.
Ci is the punitive cost of losing packets, and it is led by

a grabbing behavior.

Ci D

wzX
wDw1

wmkX
mDwm1

s � .1� '.TTL� Tmw � Tmt //

TTL� Tmw � Tmt
(14)

In this paper, we denote W as the gateway set of the
lower hot-degree community, W D fw1; : : : ; wzg; W 2

N . Mw D fwm1; : : : ; wmkg is the packet set of gate-
way w. Tmw is the pasted time for packet, and Tmt is
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the needed time for forwarding to the destination com-
munity. '.TTL � Tmw � Tmt / is the probability that a
new weak ferry comes to the current gateway in the future
TTL� Tmw � Tmt time period.

'.TTL�Tmw�Tmt /D "i�Rj�.TTL�Tmw�Tmt / (15)

The parameter Ci of Equation (14) means the expected
punishment for the grabbing behavior of ferry i because
the grabbing behavior can make some packets expire.

Equation (15) calculates the probability that a weaker
ferry comes to this gateway in time point TTL�Tmw�Tmt .
1 � '.TTL � Tmw � Tmt / of Equation (14) denotes the
probability that in time point TTL�Tmw�Tmt , no weaker
ferry comes to this gateway. If the value of Equation (15)
is less than 1, some packets in the buffer of this gateway
will expire before they are forwarded to the destination.
Therefore, the grabber has to be punished, and the value
of punishment has a linear relationship with the value of
Equation (15). If the value of Equation (15) is greater than
1, the grabber do not have to be punished. Therefore, we
convert 1 instead of Equation (15) into Equation (14) if
Equation (15) is greater than 1.

In the forwarding process, a gateway node would record
the ID and times for the ferries that had reached this com-
munity. According to these records, we can obtain Rj and
"i . MODIFIED: Rj is the number of times that the gate-
way has been visited by a ferry within time �t . "i is the

ratio between the number of weak ferries and that of total
ferries within �t .

5.3. Transforming incomplete information
to complete but imperfect information

In our game model, the grabbing probability �a of ferry A
is known by itself; however, other ferries cannot know this
probability information. In such a case, when ferryB is try-
ing to adopt a strategy, as it knows nothing about the type
and information of ferry A, B cannot determine its own
utility function, and thus, it is difficult to find the strategy.
Based on the Harsanyi transformation [32], we introduce
Nature into the game process as one participator. Nature
valued an initial grabbing probability Prob.�/ to each ferry,
and this probability is the public information. The process
of the Harsanyi transformation is shown in Figure 2.

Before adopting a strategy, according to the observed
behavior of ferry A, B updates its own initial grabbing
probability. By using this updated grabbing probability,
B concludes the more accurate utility function to adopt
the strategy.

5.4. Optimal packet selection strategy for
multiple ferries

By using the Harsanyi transformation for a former game
relation, we convert the tetrad to the following quintuple

Figure 2. Transforming incomplete information to complete but imperfect information.
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form: hN; .Ai /; .‚i /; .‰i /; .ui /i. Here, ‰i
�
D fPi jPi D

Prob.�i /g and Pi is the probability �i of ferry i considered
by ferry A. As set ‚i is public knowledge, each participa-
tor has a different type. In that case, there are n ferries in
the network; if the ferries have the same type, their initial
value of Pi is zero; otherwise, it is Pi D 1=n � 1. When
ferry i reaches the community, Pi is its a priori conviction.
During the gaming process, according to the behavior of a
former ferry, Pi would be updated by a Bayesian rule.

When ferryA reaches the gateway, it observes the packet
selection strategy of the former ferries. In order to obtain
the more accurate utility function, ferryA updates its a pri-
ori conviction according to the strategy of a former ferry.
As for the Bayesian rule, it adopts two kinds of informa-
tion. One is under the condition of which Nature chooses
�i as the scenario conviction; the probability of which the
ferries decide to adopt the grabbing strategy is Prob.f j� /.
The other one is under the condition of which Nature does
not choose �i as the scenario conviction. Based on these
analysis, we conclude the grabbing probability of an adver-
sary and denote it as Prob.f / and also conclude the aban-
doning strategy and denote it by Prob.g/. They are the
marginal likelihood probabilities for the strategies and are
shown by the following equations.

Prob.f /D
nX
iD1

Prob.f j�i /Prob.�i / (16)

Prob.g/D
nX
iD1

Prob.gj�i /Prob.�i / (17)

In order to make Prob.�i jf / and Prob.�i jg/ more clear,
we conclude the following equations.

Prob.�i jf /D
Prob.f j�i /Prob.�i /

Prob.f /
(18)

Prob.�i jg/D
Prob.gj�i /Prob.�i /

Prob.g/
(19)

In our work, according to the behavior of ferries that
reached the same gateway, we update the conviction for
all these ferries by using a Bayesian rule. By introducing
the conviction space, a ferry can use the relative complete
information to guide it to take a strategy. Therefore, a ferry
can obtain the maximum expected income to optimize the
packet selection process, reduce the cost of competition
among ferries, and improve the network performance.

When a ferry reaches the gateway of a community, it
checks the information saved in the gateway and predicts
the packet selection strategy of former ferries of this gate-
way. According to the strategy set (four packet selection
strategies), the ferry determines four packet sets as its can-
didate. Based on the packet selection strategy, a ferry cal-
culates the expected income for all the four packet set. The
strategy that obtains the maximum income is the final deci-
sion of a ferry. According to the rule of the decided strat-
egy, ferries select the packets and order their destination
based on the TSP algorithm (Figure 3).

The preceding algorithm makes the ferry obtain the max-
imum expected utility function and meanwhile guarantees
that each packet could be forwarded to the destination
within the TTL. In this process, all ferries select their own
strategies, and all these strategies form the strategy combi-
nation, denoted by X.x1.�i /; : : : ; xn.�n//. In a Bayesian
game, the existence of equilibrium means that accord-
ing to the Bayesian rules, the participators refresh their
convictions to achieve the Nash equilibrium status.

Lemma 1. Our strategy combination based on the for-
mer game relation is a Bayesian equilibrium.

Proof . (i) The strategy combinationX.x1.�i /; : : : ; xn.�n//
is formed by the strategy selected by all ferries. (ii) When
each ferry observes the behavior of other ferries, it updates
its own probability pi .��i /, which is for other ferries’
type. (iii) The Bayesian equilibrium requires that all partic-
ipators, under the given conviction, need to select their own
optimal response. We convert this issue to the calculation
of maximum expected utility, which is shown as follows:

max
ai2Ai

fEp.�
�i /
Œui .ai ; a�i .��i /; �1; : : : �n/�g (20)

�

The strategy combination X.x1.�i /; : : : ; xn.�n// is
for each ferry to select the strategy that can make a
ferry obtain the maximum expected income. Therefore,
X.x1.�i /; : : : ; xn.�n// is the optimal solution for
max
ai2Ai

fEp.�
�i /
Œui .ai ; a�i .��i /; �1; : : : �n/�g. Formally,

for all i , ��i and ai ,

Ep.�
�i /

Œui .xi ;x�i .��i /;�1;:::�n/�Ep.�
�i /

Œui .ai ;a�i .��i /;

�1; : : : �n/
(21)

Therefore, based on the preceding process, we prove
that the game relation achieves a Bayesian equilibrium. It
makes all ferries optimize the packet selection process by
using our Bayesian game mechanism. In our work, during
the process of packet forwarding, our proposed algorithm
reduces the cost caused by the competition to the minimum
level for all ferries and obtain the maximum income in a
given time unit. It also improves the network performance
on packet delivery delay and successful delivery ratio.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we compare our proposed protocol game
theory-based multiple ferry forwarding (GMFF) with the
other existing classical protocols by using the Reality
Mining from the MIT campus. The reason we use Reality
Mining metadata is that we want to verify that the pro-
posed protocol, GMFF, has better performance than the
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Figure 3. Algorithm process of packet selection strategy.

other protocols in real community networks. The simula-
tion map is shown in Figure 4. We use the ONE as the
simulation platform. The two compared forwarding proto-
cols refer to those in [16,23], and they are called FIMF and
HRC, respectively. As FIMF does not consider the scenario
of more than one ferry work at the same time, when one
ferry cannot undertake a large number of packets, we adopt
multiple ferries in the network. Each ferry works without
consideration of the influence of other ferries. Therefore,
in a performance evaluation section, FIMF has the

same number of ferries, and each ferry follows its own
forwarding rule.

6.1. Reality Mining data analysis

The Reality Mining project was conducted by MIT Media
Laboratory. It consists of 94 people using mobile phones
pre-installed with several pieces of software. The pre-
installed software would record and send the researcher
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Figure 4. Map of MIT campus for Reality Mining.

data about call logs, Bluetooth devices in proximity of
approximately 5 m, cell tower IDs, application usage, and
phone status.

Our main focus is working on the scenario of which
the nodes belong to different communities and how
to make the ferries forward packets more effectively.
Therefore, we filter the encountering time and ID of
cellular towers recorded by subjects between all cellu-
lar towers and subjects. Through the location of cellular
towers, we can obtain the location information of subjects.
Unfortunately, in Reality Mining, only the cellular towers
that are associated with MIT have location information.
Therefore, we choose the areas covered by the cellular
towers, and these areas’ location information are known in
our work. In Figure 4, the areas marked by circles are for
the simulation.

6.2. Simulation setting

In MIT Reality Mining, our simulation runs 24 h to collect
data. We choose 50 subjects that have complete informa-
tion and typical community character as the normal mobile
nodes among all 94 subjects. According to the locations
of cellular towers in the campus map, we divided the
whole map into seven communities. By using the infor-
mation of contacts with cellular towers of Reality Mining,
we conclude the belonging relation between subjects and
community in the given time period.

In our simulations, we set one gateway for each commu-
nity, and the buffer size of a gateway has no limitation. We
put five ferries working in the network to forward packets
between seven isolated communities. According to Real-
ity Mining from MIT, almost all the people gathered in
seven fixed areas. Therefore, we employ these seven areas
to denote seven communities. Because of the limitation

of community number and geographic region, which we
found during the simulation, if the number of ferries is less
than 3, ferries stay in the work state without competition.
On the other hand, if the number of ferries is more than
7, some ferries would stay in the idle state. Also, as for
our proposed solution, when the number of ferries exceeds
5, the performance improvement is not obvious. In such a
case, we employ the mean value 5 as the ferry number. As
the moving activity in a community is unknown to us, we
assume that the normal node adopts the random waypoint
model as its moving rule. When normal nodes encounter
the gateway, they send their packets to the gateway. If some
nodes move to other communities, they execute the same
packet sending action after determining which community
they belong. The packets are generated randomly, and also,
the destinations of packets are also randomly assigned. We
set the buffer size as the variable, and the buffer size is
three and five packet units. The total simulation time is 24 h
(86 900 s). We set the initial 400 s as the warming up time
period and the last 500 s as the terminal time period. In
these two special time periods, we do not collect data for
final simulation results. The detailed simulation parameters
are as follows: the velocity of a normal node is 5 m/s; the
velocity of a ferry node is 15 m/s; the communication range
of normal node, ferry, and gateway is 150 m; the expired
time (TTL) of a packet is 60 min; and the packet genera-
tion time interval is expanded from 20 to 200 s. As for the
normal node, we set the velocity of a normal node as faster
than people who live in the real scenario. The main reason
is that we want to describe the high topology change within
a community. As for the velocity of a ferry, as we assume
that the only task of a ferry is to forward a packet among
communities, we assume that the velocity of a ferry is sim-
ilar with the velocity of a bicycle. In the simulation section,
5 m/s is the upper bound velocity of a node and 15 m/s is
the upper bound velocity of a ferry node. The simulator
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randomly set the velocity for ferry and normal nodes from
intervals of 1–15 and 1–5 m/s periodically.

6.3. Simulation results

In Figures 5 and 6, we show the successful packet deliv-
ery ratio and average delivery delay of the three compared
algorithms where the buffer size is five units. In Figure 6,
as time passes, the successful delivery ratio of the three
algorithms all increases. We can see that compared with
FIMF, our proposed GMFF and HRC are all better in all
time intervals. When the packet generation time interval
is less than 100 s, our proposed GMFF has significantly
better performance; when the time interval is larger than
100 s, they are in the same level for successful delivery
ratio. However, when time interval is larger than 100 s,

Figure 5. Illustration of average packet delivery delay in which
the buffer size of a ferry is 5.

Figure 6. Illustration of successful packet delivery ratio in which
the buffer size of a ferry is 5.

from Figure 5, we can see that in the aspect of packet deliv-
ery delay, HRC has larger delay, which is around 300 s.
Also from Figure 5, we can see that only when packet gen-
eration time interval is less than 40 s, compared with other
two algorithms, that GMFF has a higher delivery delay.
However, as the time interval is less than 40 s, the suc-
cessful delivery ratio of the two algorithms has declined to
lower than 75%, and only our proposed GMFF keeps the
delivery ratio larger than 88%.

In our proposed GMFF, the algorithm selects packets
according to the non-cooperative game and optimizes the
trajectory of a ferry by using the TSP algorithm. Therefore,
the efficiency of GMFF is definitely higher than that of
HRC, as the moving trajectory of a ferry in HRC is accord-
ing to the fixed routine. In such a case, when the packet
generation time interval is small, GMFF has a higher suc-
cessful delivery ratio than HRC. In addition, GMFF has a
lower packet delivery delay compared with HRC. As for
the FIMF, as it does not consider the normal assembly in
some specific communities, the ferry provides services to
a normal node directly.

According to the normal understanding of a simulation,
packet delivery delay should change with the packet gener-
ation time interval, the time interval is reduced, and deliv-
ery delay is increased. As when we count up the average
delivery delay, only the successful transmission packets
could be counted within the TTL. When time interval is
less than 80 s, according to time passing, the time inter-
val declines, and the successful delivery ratio of HRC and
FIMF significantly declined. It means that the higher fre-
quent packet generation would cause the congestion for
networks, and the system would discard the packets that
have exhausted the expired time. Therefore, when packet
generation time interval is less than 80 s, HRC and FIMF
have the lower average packet delivery delay.

In Figures 7 and 8, we show the successful packet deliv-
ery ratio and average delivery delay of the three compared

Figure 7. Illustration of average packet delivery delay in which
the buffer size of a ferry is 3.
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Figure 8. Illustration of successful packet delivery ratio in which
the buffer size of a ferry is 3.

Figure 9. Illustration of successful packet delivery ratio versus
the number of ferry nodes when the packet generation time

interval is 30 s.

algorithms where the buffer size is three units. By com-
paring Figure 5 with Figure 6, according to the decreasing
buffer size, the successful packet delivery ratio of HRC and
FIMF significantly declined, while our proposed algorithm
GMFF would be affected only when the time interval is less
than 40 s. We can also see that when time interval is larger
than 50 s, under the same higher successful delivery ratio,
the delivery delay of GMFF has not been affected by the
decrease of buffer size. Owing to the network congestion,
the delivery delay is decreased.

In order to verify our proposed solution comprehen-
sively, we compare our proposed solution with two other
ferry-based solutions under the condition of packet gen-
eration time interval of 30 s. The number of ferry nodes
changes from 3 to 10. In Figure 9, we show the compared
performance in terms of packet delivery ratio according to
the change of number of ferry nodes. In this figure, we can

see that our proposed solution performs better compared
with the other two solutions. When the number of ferry
nodes is 6, the performance in terms of packet delivery
ratio is in the saturated level, and it means that even when
the number of ferry nodes is increasing, the packet delivery
ratio cannot be improved. On the other hand, the other two
compared ferry-based solutions are still in the lower level
even when the number of ferry nodes is 10. In such a case,
we know that compared with the other two solutions, our
proposed solution only needs less number of ferry nodes.

In the aforementioned figures of simulation results, we
set the buffer size of a ferry as fixed, three or five units.
In Figures 10 and 11, we compare our proposed solution
with the other two ferry-based solutions under the con-
dition of a buffer size increasing from 10 to 50 units. In
these two figures, we show the performance in terms of

Figure 10. Illustration of successful packet delivery ratio versus
buffer size change of a ferry node when the packet generation

time interval is 30 s.

Figure 11. Illustration of average packet delivery delay versus
buffer size change of a ferry when the packet generation time

interval is 30 s.
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packet delivery ratio and delivery delay. As for HRC, a
ferry node moves according to the fixed trajectory. In this
way, if we increase the buffer size, we would obtain a sim-
ilar result with increase in the number of ferry nodes. In
Figure 10, we can see that packet delivery ratio increases
with the increase of buffer size from 10 to 50 units. In
Figure 11, we can see that for HRC, as the trajectory of a
ferry node is fixed, even though the number of ferry nodes
or the buffer size of a node is increased, the average deliv-
ery delay cannot be improved. As for FIMF, when a ferry
node provides forwarding service for a normal node, it con-
siders the buffer residual buffer units to make a forwarding
decision. In such a case, if we increase the buffer size of a
ferry node, the waiting time for forwarding service would
be prolonged. Therefore, according to the increasing buffer
size, packet delivery delay of FIMF would be increased. In
Figure 10, when the buffer size of a ferry node reaches
25 units, the packet delivery ratio cannot be improved.
In our proposed solution, when buffer size is five units,
packet delivery ratio has reached the saturated level. Even
though the buffer size is more than 20 units, HRC has a
similar packet delivery ratio with our proposed solution.
However, in Figure 11, our proposed solution shows better
performance in terms of packet delivery delay compared
with HRC.

We analyzed the overhead data of all the three proto-
cols in the simulation. In the analysis results, we found
that all the three protocols have almost stable overhead
ratio. Furthermore, the overhead ratio mainly varies with
the delivery ratio. The reason is that all of the three pro-
tocols only use a ferry to forward packets. The proposed
protocol uses ferry forward packets for communities along
the optimal trajectory. The HRC uses ferry forward packets
for communities along the fixed trajectory. The FIMF uses
ferry forward packets for every node when they buffered a
certain number of packets. Thus, each packet is delivered
through two hops. Therefore, the network does not have
other redundant data besides cost by a ferry. With the con-
sideration of the aforementioned situation, we did not show
the comparison of overhead ratio in this paper.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORKS

In this paper, we analyzed the activity behaviors of multiple
ferries working in the same network scenario to forward
packets between the isolated communities. We found that
as for a ferry node, how to optimize the packet selection
strategy is a core issue for improving network performance
in terms of packet delivery delay and successful delivery
ratio. We introduce the non-cooperative Bayesian game to
the packet selection strategy for ferries to conclude the
optimal strategy and prove that the proposed algorithm can
achieve the Bayesian–Nash equilibrium. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first research result working on how
to optimize the packet selection strategy for sparse wire-
less networks. As for the moving trajectory of a ferry, we

adopted the TSP algorithm to optimize the moving behav-
ior to achieve better performance for networks. By using
the simulation results, we prove that our proposed algo-
rithm performs better than other existing schemes in terms
of delivery delay and delivery ratio.

Our proposed solution is designed to deal with the situ-
ation that a single ferry is not enough to forward the large
number of packets. As for the disadvantage of our solution,
we use a game theory to handle the competition among
multiple ferries. However, a network does not always stay
in the busy state; it also has an idle state when there are
few packets that need to be forwarded. In the idle state of
a network, some ferries are unnecessary and waste much
energy. In our future work, we will employ a dynamic ferry
system. We adjust the number of ferries according to the
amount of packets and communities to save the unneces-
sary waste of energy. From the aspect of cost, we set one
gateway point for each community. It is the additional cost
to reduce the packet delivery delay within a community. In
our future work, we will try to use a normal node to be the
packet collection point to save this additional cost. From
the aspect of energy consumption, as multiple ferries work
in the network area, it leads some additional energy con-
sumption. In our future, we will propose a novel algorithm
to optimize the number of ferries to save energy.
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